Clean deployments with continuous 360° rotation.
With continuous 360° rotation capability and clean separation during deployment, positioning the RePlay® Hemostasis Clip is easy and precise.
RePlay® Hemostasis Clip

Featuring the Smart Handle.
To facilitate the way you work, a simple twist of the positioning barrel rotates the clip 360°. Your fingers never have to be removed from the handle. The full rotation design ensures positioning without the unwanted “helicopter” effect.

Superior clip design provides clean deployment.
The clip separates cleanly from the sheath during deployment eliminating the need for additional shaking or pulling. Recognizable tactile feedback to the user helps reduce the risk of accidental deployment. In addition, the clip enables unlimited opening and closing prior to deployment.

Clip with confidence.
The geometry of the clip optimizes grasping power for enhanced vascular closure. The unique elastic telescopic design achieves hemostasis by focusing closure at an optimal tissue depth to maximize effectiveness. Once deployed, the clip is designed to be removed with a polypectomy snare if desired.

RePlay® Hemostasis Clip
Single-use, sterile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Minimum Working Channel (mm)</th>
<th>Qty/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1170-01</td>
<td>11 mm width</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1170-02</td>
<td>16 mm width</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rotating the positioning barrel on the handle turns the positioning clip smoothly with no “helicopter” effect.

Open and close the clip unlimited times prior to deployment for exact positioning.

Recognizable tactile feedback reduces the risk of accidental deployment.

The elastic, telescopic structure and clip geometry maximize the effect.

Designed to be removed with a polypectomy snare if desired.
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